Summary: A host of formal, textual languages for modeling cellular processes have recently emerged, but their simulation tools often require an installation process which can pose a barrier for use. Bio Simulators is a framework for easy online deployment of simulators, providing a uniform web-based user interface to a diverse pool of tools. The framework is demonstrated through two plugins based on the KaSim Kappa simulator, one running directly in the browser and another running in the cloud.
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen the emergence of a host of formal languages for modeling cellular processes in systems biology. Examples include process calculi such as the Pi calculus, and rule-based languages (Chylek et al., 2013) such as Kappa (Danos et al., 2007) . However, simulation tools often require installation on a local machine, a process which at best poses a barrier for use by the casual observer and at worst is riddled with non-trivial dependency problems.
Advances in web technology enable simulation tools to be made available online, directly through a browser. Bio Simulators is a web framework providing basic user interface components which are common to many simulators: an editor with syntax highlighting for writing textual models, and a plot for showing the results of time course simulation.
A screenshot is shown in Figure 1 . At the top is a listing of available simulators. A new simulator can be added simply by pressing the 'þ' button and entering a URL to a simulator definition. The simulator definition, in turn, is a file in the JSON format which specifies a URL to a JavaScript simulator file together with meta-information for, e.g. syntax highlighting in the given language.
Bio Simulators thus facilitates easy prototyping and deployment of novel simulators, made available directly through a web browser with no need for user interface development. Bio
Simulators also provides a foundation for online model repositories in which simulation of a model can be started simply by pressing a link which points to Bio Simulators; the link encodes an URL to the relevant simulator and to the model. Finally, assuming a critical mass of simulator plugins, Bio Simulators can serve as a uniform interface for learning and experimenting with the plethora of languages and simulators available.
We demonstrate the concepts with two Bio Simulators plugins, both of which provide simulators for models in the Kappa language and are based on the open source KaSim tool available at www.kappalanguage.org. In the first case, KaSim is translated to JavaScript and the resulting simulator plugin runs entirely within the browser. In the second case, KaSim is deployed to an Azure Cloud service. We end by outlining the simulator definition interface file format.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION

A Kappa client side simulator
The KaSim tool is written in the OCaml language. We first compiled the KaSim source code to an intermediate OCaml bytecode representation. We then compiled this intermediate representation to JavaScript using the js_of_ocaml tool from Ocsigen. To do so, a number of extensions were developed to handle, e.g. file I/O which is needed by KaSim but is not directly supported by JavaScript.
Simulations using the resulting JavaScript code run 25 times slower than simulations using the native KaSim executables. Better performance may be achievable using other means of compiling OCaml to JavaScript, for example by going through the C language as an intermediate step. However, JavaScript engines have already seen dramatic performance improvements over recent years, and this trend is likely to continue.
A Kappa cloud simulator
When performance is significant, the native KaSim simulator can be executed on a cloud server. The Bio Simulators plugin is still given as a JavaScript file, but the JavaScript file is simply a thin layer which communicates between Bio Simulators and the cloud server.
We have developed an Azure Cloud application for this purpose, written in C# and using the SignalR framework for pushing simulation results to the JavaScript plugin. The application comes packaged as two files which can be deployed to the Azure Cloud following the steps outlined below; full deployment details are available in the online Supplementary Material:
(1) Navigate to the Azure management portal web site.
(2) Start a cloud service instance by specifying an Azure URL prefix and uploading the two Bio Simulators plugin files.
(3) Click on the link provided on the emerging web page to automatically install the cloud plugin in Bio Simulators. *To whom correspondence should be addressed.
